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Abstract: Secure group communication (SGC) has
been an active research area because several applications
require it. In this paper, we propose a Block-Free Group
Tree-based Diffie-Hellman (BF-TGDH) key agreement
protocol, based on a recently proposed Group Tree-
based Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) key agreement protocol,
for secure group communication. The new protocol has
the following specific properties: (1) no blocking during
the rekeying process and seamless group communication
without any interruption; (2) resistance to the Man-in-
the-Middle attack; (3) authentication of message senders
using inherent (ElGamal) signature protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Secure group communications (SGC) refers to a set-
ting in which a group of participants can send and receive
messages to group members in a way that outsiders are
unable to glean any information even when they are able
to intercept the messages. SGC is becoming an extremely
important research area because many applications re-
quire it including teleconferencing, tele-medicine, real-
time information services, distributed interactive simu-
lations, collaborative work, interactive games and the
deployment of VPN (Virtual Private Networks).

Secure group communication can be typically clas-
sified as one-to-many (broadcast) communication, few-
to-many communication and many-to-many (peer) com-
munication [1]. In peer group communication, all group
members can send and receive messages destined to the
group. The primary problem in secure group communi-
cation is group key management. There are two typical
categories of key management protocols for peer group

communication. One is centralized key distribution and
the other is distributed (contributory) key agreement.
Among all key management protocols, the key tree
scheme [2], [3], [4], [5] is a very powerful approach
which can be used for both one-to-many communication
as well as many-to-many communication. The key tree
scheme can be used for centralized key distribution as
well as for distributed (contributory) key agreement.
In general, the contributory key agreement protocols
are primarily different variations of the � -party Diffie-
Hellman key exchange [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].

Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) contribu-
tory key agreement protocol [8] is robust and efficient
in the sense that it can deal with network partition and
that the number of rounds for rekeying is limited by���������
	 ��� where � is the number of members currently
in the group. However, with this protocol (also in other
protocols), during the period of rekeying (which occurs
whenever member(s) join or leave the group), all group
members stop data communication and wait until the
new group key is formed (in a distributed manner).
This will cause frequent interruptions of group commu-
nication. In case a rekeying packet is delayed or lost,
the intervals (latency) and frequencies of interruptions
may become annoying. The latency problem during
initial key establishment and rekeying has been noticed
by researchers. In paper [12], the authors considered
the situation where the group members have different
communication delays and computation capabilities and
proposed an approach which tries to set the members
with similar delays and capabilities in the neighboring
positions (on the virtual key tree), thus reducing the
latency of group key management.

Based on TGDH, we propose a new protocol which is
called Block-Free Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol (BF-TGDH). By introducing dummy
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members, the protocol deals with the key management
(rekeying process) as a background operation and group
communication can continue seamlessly during the entire
period of group communication regardless of joining and
leaving of members, even when multiple members join
and/or leave at the same time. Moreover, the scheme
resists the Man-in-the-Middle attack, which exists in
TGDH and provides authentication of message senders
using inherent (ElGamal) signature instead of an external
RSA signature as in TGDH.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we briefly describe the TGDH protocol. Then we present
our new Block-Free TGDH protocol in section III. The
issues of performance and security are discussed in
section IV. We conclude the paper in section V.

II. TREE-BASED GROUP DIFFIE-HELLMAN (TGDH)
KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOL

In this section, we briefly describe the TGDH proto-
col [8] since our new protocol is based on it. First, we
summarize the Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP) and
Diffie-Hellman key exchange principle since they form
the basis of TGDH.

Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP) can be stated as
follows: suppose � is a large prime and

�
is a generator

for ���� . Given �������� , it is difficult to find 	 such that
��
 ���� ��� � . Two party Diffie-Hellman key exchange
can be stated as follows: two members such as ���
(with a private component 	�� and a public component
����
 ������ ��� � ) and � 	

(with a private component
	 	 and a public component � 	 
 ������ ��� � ) can
compute a shared key �! "
 � � � � �#� ��� � independently
(called Diffie-Hellman key) without exposing private
components 	 � and 	 	 . But any individual other than
�$� or � 	

cannot compute �! even if he/she knows
the public components �%� and � 	 . It is well-known that
the main problem with Diffie-Hellman key exchange
is the Man-in-the-Middle attack. In TGDH (other � -
party Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocols as well),
both � and

�
are publicly known. Moreover, we call

	&� (similarly 	 	 ) the (private) share of �'� (similarly
� 	

) and, correspondingly, ��� (similarly � 	 ) is called the
disguised public share of � � (similarly � 	

).
In TGDH, all members maintain an identical virtual

binary key tree which may be balanced or not. The
nodes in the key tree are denoted by ( �*),+.-

where�
is the level in the tree and

+
indicates which node in

level
�

( /10 + 032�46587 since level
�

hosts at most 294
nodes). The root node is labeled as (:/ ) / - and the
two children of a (parent) node ( �*),+;-

are labeled
as ( �=< 7 ) 2 +>- and ( �6< 7 ) 2 +?< 7 - . Every node
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Fig. 1. Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman key agreement. The
notation @BADC%E means that members compute the secret key @ ,
then compute the blinded key FHG>I�C E and broadcast FJG .

( �*),+K-
except the root node is associated with a

secret key  ML 4ON PRQ and a blinded (bkey) key ST �L 4UN PRQ 
V �  WL 4ON PRQ � where
V �YX � 
 �Z[� ��� � . The key  ML 4UN P�Q

of a (parent) node is the Diffie-Hellman key of its
two children, i.e.,  �L 4ON PRQ =

�]\J^%_a`��cb �Ydfe\J^%_a`��gb �hdi`��gej� ��� �
(=
V �  ML 4lk � N

	
PRQ  ML 4lk � N

	
P�k � Q � ), that is to say that the

secret key  ML 4ON PRQ of a node is formed from the secret
key of one of its two children and the blinded key of the
other child by using Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-
tocol. Every blinded key ST �L 4UN PRQ is publicly broadcast
by some member(s) to the group. All group members
are hosted on leaf nodes respectively. Every member
��m will select its own Diffie-Hellman private share 	nm
and compute the corresponding Diffie-Hellman disguised
public share � m . Suppose a leaf node ( �i),+3-

hosts
a member � m , then the secret key  �L 4UN PRQ of the leaf
node is 	m and the blinded key ST ML 4ON PRQ (=

�]\J^%_lb dfe
) is

� m . Member � m can compute all secret keys from its leaf
node ( �*),+B-

to the root node (o/ ) / - (and of course,
� m will receive all blinded keys in the key tree). The
root node has the secret key  Lqp N p Q (there is no need
for ST Lqp N p Q ). The group data encryption key rjst is
obtained by passing  Lqp N p Q through a one-way function.

Figure 1 illustrates a key tree with six members.
As shown in the figure, Node (vu ) / -

hosts mem-
ber � 	

and is associated with � 	
’s private share 	 	

and disguised public share � 	 
 � � �
. � 	

can com-
pute  L 	 N p Q 
 � \ ^xwyb z{e \ ^xw{b �ce 
 � � � � �|� ��� � af-
ter receiving � � 
 ����

and compute and broadcast
ST L 	 N p Q 


�~}�� � � �
. � 	

can continue to compute  L � N p Q
=
�]\J^x�{b zye~\J^x�{b �ceB� ��� � =

�~} � � � � ��w�� ��� � when receiving
ST L 	 N � Q 


� � wH� ��� � from ��� and then compute and
broadcast ST L � N p Q =

�]\J^��gb zye�� ��� � . =
�}�� � � � � � w � ��� � .

Finally � 	
computes  Lqp N p Q 


� }�� � � � � � w }��y�f� �{�*�i� � ��� �
after receiving ST L � N � Q . It can be seen that the root
key  Lqp N p Q contains Diffie-Hellman private shares of all
members; that is to say that the group key is obtained
by the uniform contribution of all group members.
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The join and leave operations are summarized below.
A sponsor is a member and is defined as follows:
the sponsor of a subtree is the member hosted on the
rightmost leaf in the subtree and the sponsor of a leaf
node is the member hosted on the rightmost leaf node
(other than itself) of the lowest subtree this leaf node
belongs to.

As indicated in the above example (for � 	
), the

initial computation of the root key is performed in
multiple rounds by all members: every member selects its
private share as the secret key and broadcasts the blinded
key. Then along path from its leaf node to the root,
every member computes the secret key of a node while
receiving the blinded key from its sibling and computes
the blinded key and broadcasts the blinded key.

When a member requests to join (the member will
broadcast his/her disguised public share), every member
can decide the insertion location for the joining member
and determine the sponsor for the joining member. Every
member updates the key tree by adding a new member
node and a new internal node, and removes all secret
keys and blinded keys from the leaf node related to
the sponsor and the root node. The sponsor generates
his/her new private share and computes all secret keys
and blinded keys from his/her leaf node to the root node,
and then broadcasts all new blinded keys. Every member
computes the new root key after receiving the new
blinded keys. It can be seen that the root key is computed
in one round. Similarly the root key is computed in one
round for single leave.

As for multiple leaves (a network partition can be
treated as multiple leaves from the point of view of
any subgroup resulting from the partition), there will
generally be multiple sponsors. The sponsors need to
collaborate to compute secret keys and blinded keys
in multiple rounds (limited by

��������� 	 ��� ) in a way
similar to the initial setting up phase. After all sponsors
compute and broadcast all blinded keys, every member
will compute the root key. Similarly, multiple joins (and
merging) can be performed in multiple rounds.

III. BLOCK-FREE TREE-BASED GROUP

DIFFIE-HELLMAN (BF-TGDH) KEY AGREEMENT

PROTOCOL

A. BF-TGDH principle

As pointed out by the authors [8] of TGDH, dur-
ing the process of TGDH rekeying, all members stop
communication (i.e., block) until the new root key is
formed. We present a new protocol called Block-Free
Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman key agreement (BF-
TGDH) in this section. The BF-TGDH protocol will

allow the group members to continue their seamless
communication without interruption during rekeying pro-
cess regardless of join, leave, multiple joins (merging)
and multiple leaves (partition).

The basic idea behind BF-TGDH is as follows: (1)
there are two kinds of keys: front-end key and back-
end keys. The front-end key can be computed by all
group members whereas for back-end keys, each mem-
ber will have one key he/she can not compute. (2)
whenever a member leaves1, the remaining members
will switch to the back-end key the leaving member
does not have immediately. (3) the re-computation of
all keys is performed in background. There are two
meanings regarding background here. One is that the
computation of keys are performed during the interval
between sending out packets and waiting for receiving
packets, thus utilizing the idle time of a computer
to compute new keys. The other is that the rekeying
materials are appended to out-going data packets, thus,
reducing communication cost. The idea looks simple but
the difficulty comes from determining how to design and
implement back-end keys so that back-end keys are both
able to exclude members and their computation remains
efficient? Figure 2 illustrates the operation of BF-TGDH.

Based on TGDH, we propose the following mecha-
nism: (1) the front-end key is the root key in TDGH
and (2) the back-end keys are computed in an iden-
tical way to the root key as follows. Suppose the
root key is denoted as �  � 	 ��������	 m ������	�� � where
	q� ) ����� ) 	 m ) ����� ) 	�� (correspondingly �%�j
 �]����) ����� ) � m 
� ��� ) ����� ) ��� 
 � �	�

) are private shares (correspond-
ingly disguised public shares) of �'� ) ����� ) � m ) ����� ) �
�
respectively. Imagine there are � dummy members
r�� ) ����� ) r m ) ����� ) r�� and corresponding � dummy private
shares

� � ) ����� ) � m ) ����� ) � � . The members can compute a
back-end key, called dummy root key and denoted as
r��  m � 	 � ����� � m������	 � � ( ��
 7 ) ����� ) � ), in parallel with
the computation of the root key �  � 	���������	 m ������	�� � .
In r��  m , the private share 	 m is replaced by dummy
private share

� m . Therefore, r��  m can be computed by
all members except � m .

As indicated in the previous sections, the typical
problem with the Diffie-Hellman key exchange is the
Man-in-the-Middle attack and the same problem exists
in TGDH. One possible solution is to require that the
quantities ( 	 � ) �x� 
 � � �

),( 	 	�) � 	 
 � � �
) in the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange be made permanent. Once � � , � 	
are publicly known in a permanent manner, the Man-
in-the-Middle attack will become unsuccessful [13].

1The join operation is generally much easier and more efficient to
perform than the leave operation and is not described here.
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Therefore in BF-TGDH, we assume that every member
possesses a permanent pair (private share, disguised
public share). As a result, BF-TGDH will resist the Man-
in-the-Middle attack. We believe that the idea that every
individual will have a permanent pair of Diffie-Hellman
shares is reasonable and useful. Just like in the RSA
system where every individual has a private key and
public key (in a permanent manner) which will allow
any individual to communicate with any other individual
securely whenever both of them want to, the permanent
Diffie-Hellman private share and disguised public share
will allow any number of individuals to communicate
securely whenever they want to. Moreover authentication
is more crucial in group communication than in two-
party communication. Since ElGamal public cryptosys-
tem is based on the DLP problem and the setting of BF-
TGDH is DLP, the BF-TGDH protocol utilizes ElGamal
signature for the authentication of senders instead of a
separate RSA signature, which is used in TGDH. In the
following paragraphs, we describe BF-TGDH in greater
detail.

Suppose that every member � m has a permanent
Diffie-Hellman private share 	 m and disguised public
share � m . Moreover suppose that there is an off-line
Diffie-Hellman shares generator. The shares generator
generates � (the maximum possible number of members
in the group) Diffie-Hellman private shares

� � ) ����� ) � �
and their corresponding disguised public shares �~��
�����t� ��� � ) ����� ) � � 
 ��� � � ��� � . ��� ) ����� ) ��� are made
public. These components are called dummy compo-
nents.

� � ) ����� ) � � are called dummy private shares and
��� ) ����� ) � � are called dummy disguised public shares.
We also imagine that there are � dummy members
r�� ) ����� ) r�� who possess these dummy components
(
� � ) ��� ), ����� , (

� � ) � � ) respectively. Assume there is a pub-
lic one-way function

� ���
.

As in TGDH, each leaf node ( �*),+$-
is associated

with a member � m . Moreover, ( �i),+ -
is imagined

to be associated with a dummy member r m (See Fig-
ure 2). As in TGDH, the group members compute the
root key �  � 	q��������	�� � , where 	 � ) ����� ) 	�� are permanent
private shares of group members �'� ) ����� ) � � . More-
over, every member � m can compute dummy root keys
r �  �� � 	&������� � � ������	�� � , ��
 7 ) ����� ) � -1, � < 7 ) ����� ) � in
parallel with the computation of the root key �  with a
little computation cost but no extra communication cost.
For secure group communication, all group members
pass the root key �  through the public one-way
function

� �	�
to get the Data Encryption Key ( rjst ),

i.e., rjst 
 � �	� � �  � 	q��������	�� � � and then encrypt
the message with r�s  . Moreover, when a member
broadcasts a message, it will sign the message using
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Fig. 2. Block-Free Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment for seamless SGC. The notation 
������������������������� represents@�
������������������������� A;C E! #" ��$ $ $ % � $ $ $ "�&(' where @�
������������������������� is a
dummy secret key and FHG)
���*��������������������� I C E! #" �+$ $ $ % � $ $ $ " & ' is a
dummy blinded key. ,-� ’s are dummy members and ��� ’s ( .!�nIBC % � )
are dummy private shares (dummy disguised public shares) which
are generated by an off-line shares generator. For example, let us
consider /  . /  can compute ( �  ��0 ) (i.e., C " �1%*� A C�2 � ��3g� ) and
broadcast FHG)
��4�� 0 � I C 2 � � 3 � . Then /5 computes ( �4�� 0 ��6 ) (i.e.,

C 2 � ��3g� " w A C 2 � �
� 3 � � w

after receiving C�" w from / 6 ) and ( �  �70�� 6 )
from C %*w which is generated by the off-line shares generator. Fi-
nally, /5 computes ( ���� 0 ��6+��8���9+��: ) (when receiving C 2 � � � �<;*�{� ),
( �  ��0+� 6 � 8 � 9 � : ) (when receiving C 2 � � � ��;f�y� ), ( �  �70<� 6 � 8 � 9 � : ) (when

receiving C 2 3 �*� �<;*�{� ), ( �  �70<� 6 � 8 � 9 � : ) (when receiving C 2 �g�f�
3 ;i�{�

),

and ( �  ��0+� 6 � 8 � 9 � : ) (when receiving C 2 �g�*� �<;
3 �

).

ElGamal signature protocol. All other members can
authenticate the sender.

B. BF-TGDH rekeying operations

When a member joins the group, the member will
broadcast a join request. After receiving the join re-
quest, every group member will pass the current rjst 
through the one-way function to get the new rjst 
(=
� �	� � r�s  � ), and use the new rjst to encrypt

and decrypt the messages without any interruption. The
sponsor of the joining member is responsible for sending
the new r�s  to the joining member. Before sending
the new DEK, the sponsor encrypts it with the Diffie-
Hellman key between him/her and the joining mem-
ber. As a result, the joining member can participate
in the group communication immediately. During the
data communication, the sponsor of the joining member
will compute, in the background, the secret keys/dummy
secret keys and blinded keys/dummy blinded keys on
the path from his/her leaf node to the root node, and
broadcast the blinded keys/dummy blinded keys to the
group by appending the blinded keys/dummy blinded
keys to out-going messages or a separate packet if there
are no out-going messages. All the group members will
compute the new root key and new dummy root keys
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after they receive the blinded keys/dummy blinded keys
from the sponsor. The sponsor also sends blinded keys
and dummy blinded keys, specifically, those keys corre-
sponding to the nodes along the path from the joining
member to the root, to the joining member so that the
joining member can compute the new root key and new
dummy root keys. Once a group member computes the
new root key (and new dummy root keys), it computes
the new r�s  
 � �	� � �  � 	 � ������	 � � � and uses the
new r�s  for communication (it is possible for him/her
to use the old r�s  to decrypt some messages encrypted
with the old r�s  for a while2).

When a member � m leaves, after receiving the depar-
ture request, all remaining members will use the dummy
root key r �  m to get the new r�s  (i.e., r�s  
� �	� � r��  m � ) and use the new r�s  to continue the
communication without interruption. However, the leav-
ing member � m cannot decrypt these messages because
its share is not in r��  ?m . During the communication,
the sponsor of the leaving member will recompute the
secret keys/dummy secret keys and blinded keys/dummy
blinded keys along the path from him/her to the root
and broadcast all blinded keys/dummy blinded keys by
appending them to out-going messages.

When multiple members join at the same time, all
members will pass the current rjst through the one-
way function to get the new r�s  and use the new
rjst to communicate. There will be multiple sponsors
in general and a member may be the sponsor for several
joining members. Each sponsor will encrypt the new
rjst using the Diffie-Hellman key between him/herself
and one of his/her joining members and send the r�s  
to the joining member. The joining members can partic-
ipate in the communication immediately. During com-
munication, the new root key and dummy root keys will
be reestablished.

When multiple members (say, three) leave at the
same time (suppose the members are � � , ��� , ��� ), all
remaining members will get the new r�s  as follows:
multiply the three dummy root keys to get the product� r �  
 r �  M���$r��  � �$r �  � and then pass
the product

� r��  through the one-way function to
get the new r�s  . Since any leaving member will have
one dummy root key missing, he/she cannot compute the
new r�s  . After the new r�s  is computed, the group
communication continues and the leaving members are
excluded. During the process of communication, the
sponsors will reestablish the new root key and dummy
root keys. Note that if two leaving members collude,

2The version number of the ,��#G used in the encryption may be
included in the messages.

they have all dummy root keys for computing the new
DEK, so BF-TGDH is not resistant to the collusion of
leaving members who leave at the same time. However,
this success due to collusion will persist just for a
short time. Once the new root key and dummy root
keys are reestablished, the leaving members are excluded
completely.

When multiple members join and leave at the same
time, the new rjst will be the one computed similar to
the case of multiple leaves. This new rjst will be sent
to joining members immediately. Therefore, the group
communication can continue without interruption.

It is worth pointing out that when member(s) join or
leave, the (virtual) key tree may need to be adjusted
(expanded or compressed) which will be done simul-
taneously by all members in an identical way.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

We discuss the performance and security issues of
BF-TGDH in this section, specifically, in comparison to
TGDH.

The number of rounds for rekeying in BF-TGDH
is exactly the same as in TGDH. However all the
rounds in BF-TGDH are hidden behind data commu-
nication. Therefore there is no interruption, no latency,
and more robustness against network congestion and link
failure. When computational efficiency is considered,
every member will compute � root keys (one root key
and � -1 dummy root keys) instead of one root key. It
seems that the computational efficiency reduces a lot.
However for network based group communication, the
communication efficiency through a network is the main
concern rather than computational efficiency within a
computer, especially since modern computers have huge
storage and very high CPU speed. As for dummy blinded
keys, since there are a total of � dummy root keys,
every member needs to be responsible for computing and
broadcasting only one dummy blinded key at each level.
This is a very small amount of extra cost compared to
the computation of just one blinded key. As for commu-
nication cost, since the keys are broadcast by appending
them to the out-going messages, there is very little extra
cost for communication. In summary, the performance
of BF-TGDH is comparable to that of TGDH, with the
added benefit of blocking-free communication.

Regarding the security issues, we have pointed out that
when two leaving members collude, they can compute
the product

� r��  of dummy root keys, thus getting the
new r�s  . However, the success for their collusion lasts
just for a short time. Once the new root key is formed
the leaving member(s) are excluded completely. One
problem with BF-TGDH is its loss of the perfect forward
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security (PFS) because of the permanent property of
Diffie-Hellman shares. It can be argued that PFS may
not be a requirement for some group communication
applications. In case PFS is required, the protocol could
use temporary Diffie-Hellman shares, instead of perma-
nent values, which, however, similar to TGDH, will be
vulnerable to the Man-in-the-Middle attack. So there is a
trade-off between PFS and the Man-in-the-Middle attack.
Another solution to thwart the Man-in-the-Middle attack
is to use public authentication when exchanging Diffie-
Hellman disguised public shares [13].

Apart from the theoretical issues discussed above,
there are some practical considerations which include,
but are not limited to (1) how serious is the blocking
under current SGC protocols over current network en-
vironments? (2) how frequently do members join/leave
and what are the blocking delays for some typical SGC
applications? (3) what are the performances for different
SGC protocols? (4) what is the convergence time (i.e.,
when do all group members obtain the same new keys)?
We are performing simulation experiments and testing
the performance for BF-TGDH and other protocols to
try to answer the above questions.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a Block-Free Group Diffie-Hellman dis-
tributed contributory key agreement protocol for seam-
less secure group communication with the capabilities
of preventing the Man-in-the-Middle attack and authen-
ticating senders. The protocol is efficient, robust and easy
to implement. Implementing the API for BF-TGDH and
testing its performance are our on-going work.
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